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Global businesses face daily situations
where translated content is needed.
Whether it’s an email in another language
to one of your global offices, social media
posts from your international markets
or queries from your in-country product
users, there’s an urgency for businesses
to understand – and communicate - fast
While many translation options exist, they often leave users wanting
something more. Across departments and functions, business users
are relying on a patchwork of solutions that ultimately fall short.
Users may ask bilingual colleagues for help, scour the internet for
free translation utilities, wait in line for internal translation resources
to free up, or spend valuable time trying to find the one solution that
delivers the perfect blend of intelligence, innovation and expertise.
Amid all of this confusion, how do you know what’s best for you?
All you want is something secure, reliable, fast and easy to use.
SDL SLATE, Smart Language Translation for the Enterprise, offers
a smarter, more secure, proven solution for today’s busy global
professional. Backed by trusted language service provider SDL
and using the latest Linguistic AI ™ to make translation intelligent,
SDL SLATE helps today’s businesses break through the language
barriers holding them back.
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Secure to the core
SDL SLATE’s enterprise security protects your business and your business content. A proven,
GDPR-compliant, fully secure online environment ensures content is never exposed, re-used
or shared without your explicit permission. A secure data center complies with all regulatory
protocols and to the highest professional standards.
Machine first, human optimized
SDL SLATE incorporates the perfect blend of award-winning technology and human
expertise. Proprietary neural machine translation (NMT) combined with 1,400+ in-house
human linguistic experts to review and revise your content ensures you receive the quality
you need. With every completed project, the AI backbone learns, offering continuous,
personalized improvement.
Built for business to make your job easier
No more waiting for project quotes or requesting purchase orders. Built for the way today’s
business works, SDL SLATE’s easy subscription plans provide transparent and predictable
pricing. Simply select the plan that works for your business based on the documents you
typically translate, enter your credit card payment details and never count words again.
Translate as much content as you need as often as you need. Thanks to SDL SLATE’s smart
automation, powered by AI, most projects complete within 48 hours.

Example subscription plans showing monthly allowances. Actual pricing and allowances may differ
as customer need evolves. Pricing, allowances and options available to those that register.
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Powered by SDL Language Cloud
SDL Language Cloud is a new platform for translating content consistently, efficiently and
at scale. Bringing together extensive language services, robust translation management
capabilities and cutting-edge neural machine translation, SDL’s modern, innovative solution
connects everyone across the translation process.
Smart document handling across formats
Businesses rely on a spectrum of file types, such as Microsoft Word, PDF, InDesign and
subtitle formats for video translation. SDL SLATE’s smart language detection feature reduces
clicks, configuration and confusion and gets your translation started without waiting or
copy-pasting content.
Speaking the language of business
Supporting dozens of languages and used by 90 of the world’s top 100 brands, SDL SLATE’s
language support is designed for global business. Translate to some of the most challenging
languages, such as Chinese, Korean, Russian and Dutch with professional confidence.

SDL SLATE offers unmatched ease of use
•

Instant access, free one month trial

•

•

Fast delivery for all service levels
to speed time to market

Intelligence – each review improves
accuracy and reduces time to value

•

Easy subscription packages,
transparent pricing, predictable
translation expense

•

Support for standard and advanced file
formats like Word, PDF, InDesign
and subtitles

•

Dozens of language pairs and growing,
including some of the world’s
most difficult

•

Award-winning secure instant neural
machine translation

•

Professional human review and revision
services from in-house linguists

•

Smart features such as language
detection minimize clicks and
frustration

For more information on SDL SLATE and to register
for a free 30-day trial, please visit
sdl.com/slate
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